
You got the Dual Fan Upgrade?
Good. Stay here. This is the right guide. 

This is what the proximity sensor for 
Single Fan edition looks like.

For that, see the regular Proximity 
sensor Guide.

_________________________________________________________________

JellyBox Build: 07_X-Assembly Part 2 - Right Fan

In this guide,  we attach the right fans and the proximity sensor to the X carriage. 

_________________________________________________________________

You'll Need:

#prep X Assembly 03-B: Proximity Sensor + Right Fan
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https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?cid=f56c7e45e370872b&id=documents&resid=F56C7E45E370872B%2177316&app=OneNote&authkey=!ACCSTFdSl2cZO_M&&wd=target%28%2F%2FJB%201.3%20Build%20Guide.one%7Cd7ece3b6-6d41-0848-99e3-09cbaca57fa0%2Fprep%20X%20Assembly%2002%20Single%20Fan%20%2B%20Proximity%20%7Cdeb59526-a7c9-8741-92e1-637dc151adcf%2F%29
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?cid=f56c7e45e370872b&id=documents&resid=F56C7E45E370872B%2177316&app=OneNote&authkey=!ACCSTFdSl2cZO_M&&wd=target%28%2F%2FJB%201.3%20Build%20Guide.one%7Cd7ece3b6-6d41-0848-99e3-09cbaca57fa0%2Fprep%20X%20Assembly%2002%20Single%20Fan%20%2B%20Proximity%20%7Cdeb59526-a7c9-8741-92e1-637dc151adcf%2F%29
https://youtu.be/q59yprd_lFo?list=PLjT9TxDF2TDN8sDejrxZ0oU_ldYUYKjVj&t=132


30mm fan with a short wire (1)
Right fan shroud (1)
Larger fan mount (1)
Plastite screws (5)
Proximity Sensor (1)
M3x16 bolts (2)
M3 regular washers (2)
M3 nylon locknuts (2)

Title: Attach the Mount to the Shroud
Attach the large mount onto the side of the shroud with one plastite screw.
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Attach the fan onto the shroud
As before, tighten the plastite screws in a cross pattern.
The fan wire should be  exiting at the top right when you're looking directly at the 
shroud; running parallel to the mount. (Consult video if needed)

Title: Attach the Proximity Sensor
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Attach the sensor to the bottom of the mount with two M3x16 screws. 
Tighten with two M3 regular washers and M3 nylon locknuts.
The bolt heads should be on the sensor side.

Title: Attach the Right Fan

You'll Need:
X Assembly (1)
Right Fan Assembly (1)
M3x16 bolt (1)
M3 regular washer (1)
M3 regular bolt (1)
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Title: Attach the Right Fan onto the Carriage
We repeat the procedure we used for the left fan, but with a longer bolt.
Place a washer onto the M3x16 bolt and insert it into the slot on the fan mount.
Place a regular M3 nut into the slot on the right side of the carriage.
Insert the bolt and tighten with an M3 hex key.

Title: For Attaching the Wire Spacers
You'll Need:
Short Spacer (1)
Long Spacer (1)
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Long Spacer (1)
M3x45 bolt (1)
M3x60 bolt (1)
M3 regular washer (4)
M3 nylon lock nut (2)

Title: Attaching the Long Spacer to the X Assembly
Put an M3 washer onto the M3x60 bolt.
Insert the M3x60 into the hole at the top left of the X assembly acrylic. 
Slide the long spacer onto the bolt with the grooved end pointing away from the 
assembly.
Place another washer and an M3 nylon lock nut onto the bolt.
Tighten it up with a wrench and an M3 hex key.
The image may look confusing because you can see through the acrylic. Consult the 
video walkthrough if necessary. 
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Title: Attaching the Short Spacer to the X Carriage
As before with the longer spacer, place an M3 washer onto the M3x45 bolt.
Insert the bolt through the hole on top of the X carriage.
Add the short spacer, grooved end pointing away.
Add the M3 washer and M3 nylon lock nut, and tighten with a wrench and M3 hex key.
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